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R UTH M ESSINGER

AND

A ARON D ORFMAN

I NTRODUCTION
In March of 1991, a tsunami struck Bangladesh and killed 138,000 people. Both citizens and governments in the West
scarcely registered the disaster, and the few who did scarcely acted. The news media barely covered the story, and
NGOs (non-governmental organizations) provided limited international humanitarian response. Likewise, the Jewish
community’s reaction was muted. The disaster was too far away to connect with. CNN was a nascent network; there
was no Internet, nor were there tourists with video cameras to record the damage. The essayist Annie Dillard described
a conversation with her daughter that tries to make sense of our apathy:
At dinner I mentioned to my daughter, who was then seven years old, that it was hard to imagine 138,000 people drowning. “No, it’s easy,” she said. “Lots and lots of dots, in blue water.”1
Lots and lots of dots in blue water. It’s a childish image, but how far is it from our own? Annie Dillard recounts the image
because it helps to explain why we were unable to connect with what happened. These people are so far away and so
anonymous, their problems are so different from our own, that we can’t imagine ourselves in their circumstances. And
because we can’t imagine ourselves in their circumstances, we don’t act.
Fast-forward thirteen years. A tsunami once again strikes in the Indian Ocean, killing 225,000 people. This time, the
international response is overwhelming. More humanitarian aid was committed by governments and individual citizens
in response to the 2004 tsunami than has ever been for any other natural disaster in human history.
The disasters were nearly identical, but the world’s responses were radically different. Why?
We watched the 2004 tsunami on television. As the giant waves struck Phuket, Thailand, wealthy European and
American tourists, video cameras in hand, stood on hotel room balconies, filmed the waves washing over the beaches
and sweeping people away, and transmitted those images almost instantaneously to viewers around the world. You can
still watch the videos on YouTube.
A skeptic might argue that we could empathize with the mostly white and relatively affluent tourist-filmers, that their
similarity to us accounts for the difference in response. But we think it was something else. The first time, the area hit
was a poor one and didn’t support a tourist industry. No tourists = no video cameras = no images on the evening news
= limited access for an international audience = little humanitarian aid.
The second time, we watched what happened nearly in real time. And in watching, we were brought into the lives of
people halfway around the world; we could see their humanity, if only for a moment. But in that moment, we became
obligated to them as fellow human beings. The essence of the distinction rests on this shift: these people, so dissimilar from us, so foreign, had entered our universe of obligation.

T HE U NIVERSE

OF

O BLIGATION

The universe of obligation is a way of understanding how we decide which people in the world we feel responsible for
and what we owe them.
The specific term gained currency in the aftermath of the murder of Kitty Genovese in New York in 1964. On her way
home from waiting tables late one night, Kitty Genovese was killed outside her apartment in Queens, despite repeatedly calling for help. The next day, when police canvassed the neighborhood to see whether anyone had witnessed the
crime, thirty-eight people indicated that they had watched the attack take place and had chosen, essentially, to do
nothing.

1

Annie Dillard, For the Time Being (New York: Vintage Books, 2000), 46
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The public uproar that followed the news reports on the thirty-eight witnesses prompted Abe Rosenthal, then a reporter
for the New York Times, to write, “How far away do you have to be to forgive yourself for not doing whatever is in your
power to do?... How far is silence from a place of safety acceptable without detesting yourself as we detest the thirtyeight?”2 How far, in other words, do you have to be from someone who is in need for that person to be outside your
responsibility? Or, conversely, to what extent does seeing, witnessing, or having clear knowledge of suffering or injustice
bring those affected inside our universe of obligation?

E XPANDING O UR U NIVERSE

OF

O BLIGATION : J EWISH P ERSPECTIVES

Judaism has a broad, deep, and detailed tradition of social justice and social responsibility, ranging from tzedakah to
bikkur cholim (visiting the sick) to pikuah nefesh (saving a human life). What is less clear in Jewish teaching and
tradition is how to prioritize among the seemingly infinite needs that surround us. That process of prioritizing is the
process of constructing our universe of obligation.
There are a variety of Jewish sources that speak to this endeavor. There are voices in our tradition that, informed by
Jewish historical experiences of persecution, construct the universe of obligation narrowly, in ways that prioritize the
needs of Jews—serving the Jewish poor, providing aid and succor to Israel, supporting Jewish education. There are perspectives that recommend that we cast our net of responsibility more widely, but only to serve the narrower Jewish
interest: giving to non-Jews as a way of building up a reservoir of goodwill in order, ultimately, to protect and defend
Jewish interests. And there are some voices in the Jewish tradition that suggest we should prioritize based solely on
need, regardless of the ethnic, religious, or national identification of the beneficiaries. None of these traditions is
sufficient to the task at hand: balancing the sense of obligation that comes from seeing the needs of the developing world
with both the limitations of our ability to address those needs and the competing demands on our fixed resources.
Fortunately, Judaism demands of us to continuously apply ancient concepts to contemporary problems. In Pirkei Avot
1:1, we read:
Moses received Torah from Sinai and handed it down it to Joshua; Joshua to the elders; the elders to the prophets; and the prophets handed it down to the men of the Great Assembly. They
said three things: “Be deliberate in judgment, raise up many students, and make a fence around
the Torah.3”
This seminal Mishnaic passage acknowledges the evolutionary nature of the halakhic process, that the law is passed from
generation to generation and that each generation is bound to apply the law deliberately. This sentiment is echoed,
albeit nontraditionally, in a review of Israeli Supreme Court Justice Menahem Elon’s four-volume work on Jewish law,
the second volume of which “studies the legal sources of Jewish law, namely, exegesis and interpretation, legislation,
custom, precedent, and legal reasoning. These are the creative processes and modes of growth that enable the law to
take account of changing circumstances and adapt to changing needs.”4
This adaptive flexibility of the law is one of the great challenges and responsibilities of Jewish life. The Torah, the
Talmudic Rabbis, and the writers of the medieval codes of Jewish law could never have anticipated the Internet or the
747, but the traditions they bequeathed us are living ones, meant to be adapted and renewed. Making this responsibility
explicit, the Rabbis interpreted the line in Leviticus 18:5, “Then keep my laws and my judgments, which people should
do, and live by them, I am God,” to mean, “You should live by them, and not die by them.”5 As our world changes and
the moral and ethical demands on us shift, we must be willing to revisit the old “laws and judgments” and apply their
underlying principles to the challenges we confront.

2

A.M. Rosenthal, Thirty-Eight Witnesses (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999).
Mishnah Avot 1:1
4
www.logos.com/products/prepub/details/3048
5
Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 74a
3
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The values that underlie Jewish traditional rules offer us a powerful set of motivations and guidelines for how to respond
to the new circumstances wrought by globalization. In Deuteronomy is a series of esoteric rules with surprising salience
in the context of the universe of obligation. Chapter 21 spells out the laws governing the met mitzvah—a term for the
body of a murder victim found in the wilderness. According to the Torah’s teaching, the authorities should measure the
distance from the body to the nearest town. Then the elders of whichever town is nearest must attend to the body,
sacrifice a heifer near the scene of the crime, and recite a particular formula: “Our hands did not shed this blood, our
eyes did not see it done.”6
At first blush, it’s an unusual statement. Why would the community’s elders be asked to declare their innocence of a
crime that we would never have suspected them of committing? It’s as if we expected the mayor of New York City to
tend to the body of a murder victim found floating in the Hudson and publicly declare, “I didn’t do it.” Early Rabbinic
authorities also noted this peculiarity and commented on it in the Mishnah: “Could it possibly even enter our minds that
the elders of a Court were shedders of blood?”7
Instead, the Rabbis explain, the Torah is demanding that the town elders proclaim publicly that they did not know
that the victim was out there, in the wilderness, lacking sustenance or protection: “He did not come into our hands, that
we should have let him go without food, and we did not see him, that we should leave him without escort!”8 We did not
know, the town elders must swear. The implication is that, had they known, the person would have entered their
universe of obligation, and they would have taken care of him. In other words, knowing that people are suffering thrusts
those people into our universe of obligation.

A CTING B ASED

ON

O UR E XPANDED U NIVERSE

OF

O BLIGATION

What do we do if we accept the notion that our universe of obligation includes people who live far away and whose plight
we have come to know?
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, the chief Orthodox rabbi of Great Britain, poses this question eloquently:
David Hume noted that our sense of empathy diminishes as we move outward from the members
of our family to our neighbors, our society and the world. Traditionally, our sense of involvement
with the fate of others has been in inverse proportion to the distance separating us and them.
What has changed is that television and the Internet have effectively abolished distance. They
have brought images of suffering in far-off lands into our immediate experience. Our sense of
compassion for the victims of poverty, war and famine, runs ahead of our capacity to act. Our
moral sense is simultaneously activated and frustrated. We feel that something should be done,
but what, how, and by whom?9
As Rabbi Sacks correctly notes, it is easy to experience what social psychologists call “compassion fatigue,” the
reduction in our capacity for empathy that results from oversaturation with images of suffering. The need is indeed
overwhelming, but we cannot retreat to the convenience of being overwhelmed. As we read in Pirkei Avot, “It is not
your task to complete the work, but you are not free to abandon it, either.”10
What, then, can we do?

6

Deuteronomy 21:7.
Mishnah Sotah 9:6.
8
Ibid.
9
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Dignity of Difference (New York: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2003), 30.
10
Pirkei Avot 2:19.
7
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R ESPONSIBLE C ONSUMPTION
Any idea where the coffee you drank this morning was grown? Did your orange juice come from Latin America? Were
your clothes manufactured in a developing country? All of us are global consumers, purchasing items that have arrived
in our stores as a result of transnational economic interconnectedness. And most of us are also global investors:
anyone who owns a share of a mutual fund is likely a part owner of some multinational corporation.
These economic interconnections create specific responsibilities for us as consumers. According to Maimonides, the
great twelfth-century scholar and codifier of Jewish law:
One may not buy from a thief the thing he has stolen; to do so is a serious transgression because
it strengthens the hands of those who break the law and prompts the thief to carry out other
thefts, for if the thief could find no buyer he would not steal, as it says, “A person who shares with
a thief is his own enemy.” [(Proverbs. 2:24])11
As Maimonides articulates, when we pay for a product whose origins are unjust, we both enable the injustice to
continue, and become tainted by it. In a world in which our purchases may go through many hands before reaching ours,
we are tainted not only when the seller acquires the goods in an unjust way, but also when any part of the chain of
production perpetuates an injustice. For example, if a commercial coffee plantation abuses its workers, our purchase
of that coffee represents a form of doing business with a thief. We ought not to be let off the hook because the thief
happens to be operating behind a retailer, a domestic distributor, an importer, and an exporter. Intentionally or not, our
purchase of unjustly produced goods enables the injustice to continue. And, of course, the opposite is also true:
underlying this contention is that every economic transaction is an opportunity to pursue justice and, in the process,
to become more just ourselves.
This means that we need to investigate the origins of the goods we buy and not buy things that were produced unethically. It means that we must ensure that the products we buy are produced using fair and safe labor practices. And it
means that we must invest in companies whose practices meet our standards of ethical and responsible businesses, and
when appropriate, invest in the companies we criticize in order to help change their policies through shareholder
activism.
In practical terms, if the diamonds that sparkle in our jewelry are “conflict diamonds” whose international trade fuels
many of Africa’s wars, we have an obligation not to buy them and instead to support conflict-free diamonds. If Central
American farmers work to produce the coffee that we consume, we have an obligation to ensure that they receive
sufficient income to support themselves and their families and that their worksites meet basic standards of health and
safety. And if we own shares of stock in a company that funds a regime that is violating human rights, we have an
obligation to pressure that company to change, and if necessary, divest from that company as a way of signaling our
disapproval until such a time that the regime is no longer in violation or the company has distanced itself from the regime.
By refraining from purchasing items that fuel strife, by committing to purchase fair-trade goods, and by making socially
responsible investments, we can move along a continuum toward responsible consumption.12 Furthermore, the very act
of making these commitments enhances both our own awareness of the consequences of our economic decisions and
models socially responsible consumption to friends and peers.
Finally, we must exercise our power as consumers and investors not only through purchasing and investment decisions,
but also through direct pressure on corporations. As corporations invest incredible sums of money in their brand names,
activists have grown ever more effective in changing corporate policies by raising the profile of unjust corporate

11

Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Theft 5:1.
For more information on where to find fair trade goods, see www.transfairusa.org. For more information about socially responsible investing, see
www.socialinvest.org.
12
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policies. For example, in 2002 students from around the country transformed the paper industry when they convinced
Staples to multiply its recycled product offerings tenfold.13 In 2004, Rainforest Action Network pressured Citigroup not
to invest in logging projects involving the destruction of ancient rainforests.14 In 2006, in collaboration with worker efforts nationwide, religious groups from coast to coast used their consumer power to boycott hotels with poor labor
practices, which helped lead to victories in wages and benefits for hotel workers around the country.15

R ESPONSIBLE T ZEDAKAH
The commitment to tzedakah is prevalent throughout Jewish tradition. As Maimonides writes:
We are obligated to take greater care to perform the mitzvah of tzedakah than any other imperative, because tzedakah is the sign of the righteous person, the seed of Abraham our ancestor,
as it is said, ““For I know him, that he will command…his descendants to perform tzedakah.”
[Genesis(Gen. 18:19])16
According to Maimonides, tzedakah is far more than just one of the mitzvot; it is the sine qua non of membership in
the Jewish people and the very act that binds us to our forefather Abraham. In doing tzedakah, we reconnect ourselves
to the very essence of what makes us Jewish.
But for those of us committed to giving tzedakah, how do we prioritize where to give? Most of us live in a world of zerosum charitable dollars. Contributions to the developing world compete with requests from local Jewish organizations,
domestic charities, and entities working with Israel. Given that we have to make choices, why should we use our precious tzedakah dollars to support people in the Global South?
The Talmud in Gittin speaks directly to this challenge:
Our Rabbis taught: We sustain the non-Jewish poor with the Jewish poor, we visit the non-Jewish sick with the Jewish sick, and we bury the non-Jewish dead with the Jewish dead, for the
sake of peace [literally: for the ways of peace].17
The Talmud directs us to treat the non-Jews who have entered our universe of obligation just as we do the Jews.18 By
committing at least some of our tzedakah resources to international development, humanitarian relief, and the expansion of human rights around the world, we are both embracing the fundamental Jewish social justice value of tzedakah
and applying it in a way most consonant with its original formulation–to both Jews and non-Jews. Peace itself depends
on it. And while the phrase “for the sake of peace” is often read as self-serving–that we, a distinct minority, should care
for the majority in order to keep them from having reason to hate us–there are valid alternate readings of the line. The
first is that providing aid and succor to people suffering from poverty, illness, and death is a way of filling the world with
goodness and peace. The second, and the reading preferred by the Rambam, is that the traditional equating of Torah
with peace implies that “for the sake of peace” is simply a poetic way of saying, “for the sake of Torah.” In other words,
we must care for the non-Jewish poor, the non-Jewish sick, and the non-Jewish dead because the Torah itself demands
it.

13

www.dogwoodalliance.org/content/view/52/113/#staplevictory.
www.democracynow.org/article.pl?sid=04/01/23/0453233.
15
See, for example, www.cluela.org/victories.html and www.thejewishadvocate.com/this_weeks_issue/news/?content_id=2765
16
Maimonides. Mishneh Torah, Laws of Gifts to the Poor 10:1.
17
Babylonian Talmud, Gittin 61a.
18
The Talmud seems to be making this argument out of self-interest: because it’s useful to us to have peace with non-Jews, we should bury their dead and
feed their poor. But Maimonides rereads this text to say that the use of the term for the sake of peace is meant to be read as “for the sake of Torah.”
Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Kings 10:12.
14
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R ESPONSIBLE E XERCISE

OF

P OLITICAL P OWER

Deuteronomy teaches: “When you build a new house, make a parapet for your roof, so that you do not bring bloodguilt
on your house if somebody should fall from it.”19 The rule is simple–a flat roof, where people might congregate, can be
a dangerous place, so we must build a railing so that no one falls off.
Maimonides applies the principle more broadly: first, by generalizing it to include all dangers–not just parapet-less
roofs–present on one’s property, and second, by expanding it to include any threats one might encounter, whether on
one’s property or not. He writes that this requirement applies to “a roof or for any other dangerous object which is likely
to be an obstacle to someone, with fatal results…it is an imperative to remove it [any object which might pose a
danger to life], to take heed of it and to be meticulously careful about it, as it says: “Take heed of yourself, and watch
yourself carefully.” 20
Where the dangers are contained and easy to address, personal action, like building a parapet, is sufficient. There are
some dangers, however, that individual actions cannot remedy. Responsible consumerism and generosity of tzedakah
and deed are two critical ways to realize our obligation to the developing world. But effecting change at the scale
necessary to solve the complex and systemic problems of the Global South requires not just individual acts but the will
and participation of governments.
Too often, though, the task of moving governments feels insurmountable.
Lots and lots of dots in blue water. We opened the essay with that image as a way of capturing the prevailing view of
the distant, anonymous, and overwhelming need of the developing world. But in the context of the responsibility of our
political power, it takes on another meaning. Sometimes, we, too, feel like lots of dots in a sea of political inertia. With
so many potential voters, one ballot doesn’t matter, we say. With so much noise, our elected officials won’t notice
whether we send another letter or make another phone call.
The Deuteronomy text doesn’t permit us to indulge our sense of apathy or frustration. And, as it turns out, we
shouldn’t feel so powerless. After the genocide in Rwanda, the late Senator Paul Simon said, “If every member of the
House of Representatives and Senate had received 100 letters from people back home saying we have to do something
about Rwanda, when the crisis was first developing, then I think the response would have been different.”21
Senator Simon’s ruminations confirm what we hope, as citizens still committed to the democratic enterprise, to be
true: every voice matters. But our obligation goes beyond the personal duty of active citizenship. We, American Jews,
have enormous power and political voice not just as individuals, but as a community. And with that power and voice
comes equally great obligation. As the Babylonian Talmud explains, anticipating by thousands of years John F. Kennedy’s
admonition that “of those to whom much is given, much is required”:
Whoever can stop his household [from doing something wrong] but does not, is punished for [the
wrongdoing of] his household; if he can prevent his fellow citizens, he is punished for the sins
of his fellow citizens; if the whole world, he is punished for the sins of the whole world.22
The Talmud teaches us that the greater our power, the greater our responsibility to exercise that power. And the
realpolitik of American democracy teaches us that if we choose to use that power, we can affect policy. When the
American public has focused its attention on the genocide in Darfur–for example, at the April 2006 Save Darfur Rally
to Stop Genocide that AJWS spearheaded–the Bush Administration has consistently stepped up diplomatic pressure
on the government of Sudan. When public pressure has waned, so has the Administration’s attention.
19

Deuteronomy 22:8.
Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of the Murderer and Preservation of Life 11:4.
21
Samantha Power, A Problem from Hell: America in the Age of Genocide (New York: HarperCollins, 2007), 377.
22
Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 54b.
20
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The universe of obligation, then, comprises three pillars: responsible consumption, responsible tzedakah, and the
responsible exercise of political power. On these three responsibilities the world rests.

M OVING PAST P ITY
As we continue to expand our universe of obligation to include our neighbors in the developing world, we will continue
to confront the enormous suffering that resides there. Faced with the images of endemic poverty and disease, it is easy
to feel overcome by pity for those people and their plight.
But pity is a dangerous response.
“Pity,” Hannah Arendt explains in On Revolution, “can be enjoyed for its own sake, and this will almost automatically
lead to a glorification of its cause, which is the suffering of others.”23
In other words, feeling pity feels good, and if it feels good, we’re inclined to perpetuate the circumstances that engendered the feeling. Susan Sontag takes the criticism a step further. “So far as we feel sympathy,” [a word which is used
as Arendt used “pity”] “we feel we are not accomplices to what caused the suffering. Our sympathy proclaims our
innocence as well as our impotence. To that extent, it can be (for all our good intentions) an impertinent–if not an
inappropriate–response.24
Pity, or sympathy, as Sontag so eloquently lays bare, has a palliative effect on our conscience. It lets us feel our humanity. As Sontag understands, when we view images of people in pain, we are moved, even anguished, by their suffering.
But even as we are anguished, we are also comforted by our own sympathetic response: if we feel pained by suffering
in the developing world, we must be people of conscience. Our discomfort, as Sontag intuits, feels like the best evidence
of our goodness.
Our tradition offers a model for responding to the people of the developing world without the pity that Sontag and
Arendt teach us is ultimately self-serving. The central command of the Passover Seder is to see ourselves as if we have
been freed from Egypt. We don’t sympathize with the experience of slavery or pity the Hebrew slaves; we find ways to
relive their oppression. And we don’t just imagine freedom; we’re told to embody it. Some Haggadot even include
mirrors on the page where this text is found.
The message of the Seder, then, is to see ourselves as intimately connected to our own history of oppression and
liberation, and to connect our narrative with the struggles for liberation of other oppressed peoples. This becomes a
recurring theme in the Bible–take care of the widow, the orphan, and the stranger, we are commanded, because we once
were slaves in Egypt.
But the message is deeper. When we become aware of the suffering of others, they enter our universe of obligation. And
when they enter our universe of obligation, our own moral identity becomes inextricably tied up in their fate. Acting
from a place of that awareness minimizes the possibility of pity and enhances our ability to act. As Lila Watson, an
Australian Aboriginal activist, puts it, “If you have come here to help me you are wasting your time. But if you have come
here because your liberation is bound up with mine, let us work together.”

23
24

Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (London: Penguin Books, 1963), 89.
Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (New York: Picador, 2004), 102.
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L EVITICUS 19:9-10
When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not entirely reap the corners of your field, or gather the gleanings
of your harvest. You shall not strip your vineyard bare, nor gather the fallen fruit of your vineyard; you shall leave
these for the poor and for the stranger: I am The Holy One your God.

T ORAT M OSHE

ON

L EVITICUS 19 (R ABBI M OSHE A LSHECH )

Do not think that you are giving the poor person what is yours, or that I rejected the poor by not giving them what I
gave you. The poor are my children, just as you are: it is only that their share is part of your produce, and it was my
intention for it to be a creditable action on your part to give them their share yourself. This is why the verse begins
in the plural – ‘When you [pl] shall reap’ – and ends in the singular – ‘You shall not strip,’ etc. It is in the plural first so
as to indicate “your land” – [that is,] the owner’s, the poor person’s and the stranger’s – because, in truth, that is where
their share is. And not only that: it is the practice of the rich to hire the poor and the stranger to do their reaping, so
to both the landowner and the reapers it says, ‘when you reap the harvest of your land,’ whereas after that, ‘You shall
not strip’ etc is directed at the landowner.

STUDY QUESTIONS

• What traditional conceptions held by the owner of the field does Rabbi Alshech upend in regard to (1) the ownership of the
produce, and (2) the reason for the poor person’s poverty?
• According to Rabbi Alshech, what are the reasons for the poor person’s claim to the gleanings?
• According to this passage, how is justice to be achieved?
• How do you think the principles in these texts apply to us, today?
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D EUTERONOMY 22:8
When you build a new house, make a parapet for your roof, so that you do not bring bloodguilt on your house if somebody should fall from it.

M AIMONIDES [R ABBI M OSHE BEN M AIMON , THE R AMBAM ],
L AWS OF THE M URDERER AND P RESERVATION OF L IFE , 11:4
[The rule is] the same for a roof or for any other dangerous object which is likely to be an obstacle to someone with fatal
results. For example, if a person has a well or a cistern in his courtyard (whether it contains water or not) he is under
a duty to fence it around to a height of ten handbreadths, or to make a cover for it so that people will not fall into it and
die. The same is true of any object which might present the risk of death – it is an imperative to remove it, to take heed
of it and to be meticulously careful about it, as it says: ‘Take heed of yourself, and watch yourself carefully.’ And if a
person does not remove [the object], and leaves obstacles around which could potentially be dangerous, that person
ignores an imperative and [also] breaks the prohibition, ‘You shall not spill blood.’

STUDY QUESTIONS

• What are our obligations to others, according to these two texts?
• How does Rambam expand the narrow principle in the first text into the wider principle in the second?
• According to these texts, how is justice to be achieved?
• How do you think the principles in these texts apply to us, today?
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HALFWAY AROUND THE WORLD? – TEXT 3

D EUTERONOMY 21:1-9
If a corpse is found lying on the ground that The Holy One your God is giving you to possess, out in the open, and nobody
knows who struck the dead person down – then your elders and your judges shall go outside and measure the distance
between the corpse and the cities around it. The elders of the city which is closest to the corpse shall take a heifer which
has never been put to work or dragged a yoke. They shall bring the heifer down to a valley with flowing water, which
has never been worked or sown, and there in the valley they shall break the heifer’s neck. The priests, the sons of Levi
(since they have been chosen by The Holy One your God to serve and to bless in The Holy One’s name, and to adjudicate in the case of every dispute and every assault) shall then approach. All the elders of that city who are close to the
corpse shall wash their hands over the heifer with the broken neck, in the valley. They shall then declare: “Our hands
did not shed this blood, our eyes did not see it done. Make atonement for Israel that you redeemed, The Holy One, and
do not place innocent blood among your people Israel” and the blood will be atoned for. And [thus] you shall burn
away the innocent blood from among you, since you will be doing the right thing in the eyes of The Holy One.

M ISHNAH S OTAH 9:6
The elders of that town wash their hands in water at the place where the neck of the heifer was broken, and say
[Deuteronomy 21], “Our hands did not shed this blood, our eyes did not see.” Could it possibly even enter our minds
that that the elders of a Court were shedders of blood? Rather, [understand this to mean] “He did not come into our
hands, that we should have let him go without food, and we did not see him, that we should leave him without an
escort!”

STUDY QUESTIONS

• Why do you think the elders are required to make a sacrifice and say the words they say?
• How would you describe the ethic underlying the Mishnah’s interpretation?
• According to these texts, how is justice to be achieved?
• How do you think the principles in these texts apply to us, today?
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AM I MY SIBLING’S KEEPER IF MY SIBLING LIVES
HALFWAY AROUND THE WORLD? – TEXT 4

R. S HLOMO Z ALMAN A UERBACH , M INHAT S HLOMO , V OL . 2, 86:4
Regarding the duty to subsidize the costs of saving the life of a sick person who is in danger of dying: if we read
Sanhedrin 73a in the plainest way, we see that we must do everything in order to save that person, and that if we do
not, we transgress the prohibition, “Do not stand idly by the blood of your neighbor” (and I would also suggest that it
is clear from here that it is appropriate for the sick person to be under a duty to pay the money back afterwards). And
if we say that even though it is clear there is a duty here, that duty does not extend to spending all one’s wealth [to
subsidize the sick person], it is nevertheless clear that 10%, or 20%, is obligatory. Actually, it is more logical that the
proscription [against transgressing the prohibition] is more stringent, and it is appropriate to rule that there is a duty
to spend all one’s money. Regrettably, we come across this situation all the time, but nobody does that: and I have heard
that the Gaon Israel Salanter (of blessed memory) had considerable doubts about the issue. Further, it is certainly clear
that in a case such as ours, [which amounts to] a person seeing another person drowning in the river with nobody [else]
to save them, it is appropriate to rule that there is a duty to spend all one’s money. However, when the matter is
public and known to everyone, people rely on the lenient ruling that a person only has to spend up to the extent of
the [specific] share required from them. This makes no sense to me: how can anyone absolve themselves from this
stringent prohibition just because other people do not worry about breaking it? The matter requires very serious
investigation.

STUDY QUESTIONS

• According to this text, what is the source of the obligation to subsidize the treatment of the sick person?
• What is the ‘lenient’ position? What do you think of it? Why?
• According to this text, how is justice to be achieved?
• How do you think the principles in this text apply to us, today?

Note: this passage is taken from a teshuvah (responsum) in which Rabbi Auerbach (Israel, 1910-1985) has been asked to rule on a case in which one person
knocks on another’s door and says that if his medical care is not subsidized, he is sure to die
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AM I MY SIBLING’S KEEPER IF MY SIBLING LIVES
HALFWAY AROUND THE WORLD? – TEXT FOR GROUP STUDY

A RUKH H A -S HULHAN YOREH D EAH 251:3 1

The Tur2 writes in the name of Rav Saadia Gaon: “A person’s own parnassah [subsistence] takes precedence over that of anyone else, and one is not required to give tzedakah until he [or she] has acquired a parnassah, as it says: ‘And your fellow will
live with you’ [Leviticus 25:36], meaning your life takes priority over that of your fellow.3 And similarly did the Zaraphite
woman say to Elijah: ‘I will make [some bread] for myself and my child’ [I Kings 17:8-16] – first for myself, then for my child.
After acquiring a parnassah for one’s self, the parnassah of one’s father and mother take precedence over that of one’s
children; next comes the parnassah of one’s children, and so on.”
Our teacher the Rema4 records this ruling as follows: “A person’s own parnassah: If one’s father and mother are poor,
their parnassah takes precedence over the parnassah of one’s children. Afterwards come one’s children, and they take
precedence over one’s brothers, who take precedence over other relatives, who take precedence over neighbors, who take
precedence over the other residents of one’s city, who take precedence over the residents of another city. And these
priorities also hold for captives who need to be ransomed.”

A RUKH H A -S HULHAN YOREH D EAH 251:4 5

We have already explained in another place that the ruling of the Shulchan Aruch, stating that one is not obligated to give
tzedakah until he has earned enough to support himself, deals only with fixed gifts such as tithes. Everyone – even a poor
person who is supported by tzedakah – is obligated to fulfill the basic mitzvah of tzedakah by giving at least a third of a
shekel each year.
Now there is something fundamental about the details of the laws above that troubles me deeply. For if we explain the texts
that I have cited according to their simple meaning – that certain groups are prior to others – they imply that [one may
distribute the entirety of one’s tzedakah money to one group within the established hierarchy] and need not give at all to those
who fall outside of that particular group. But it is well known that every wealthy person has many more relatives who are
poor, and how much more is that true for people whose tzedakah funds are scant! And if this is the case, poor people
without wealthy relatives will die of starvation. Now how is it possible to say this?
Therefore, in my humble opinion, the explanation of [tzedakah priorities] is as follows: Certainly every person, whether
of modest or significant means, is obligated to give a portion of his [or her] tzedakah money to needy people who are not
relatives. But to his [or her] poor relatives, he [or she] should give a greater amount than is given to those who are not related.
And so on along the ladder of priorities.
1

This translation of the Aruch Ha-Shulchan was provided by Rabbi David Rosen, Founder and Executive Director of Avodah: The Jewish Service Corps.
Rabbi Jacob b Asher (Germany and Spain, 14th century) who wrote the ‘Arba Turim’, the second of the comprehensive codes of Jewish law.
3
In other words, you must continue living in order for your fellow to live with you.
4
Rabbi Moshe Isserles (Krakow, 16th century) who is better known by the acronym Rama.
5
This translation of the Aruch Ha-Shulchan was provided by Rabbi David Rosen, Founder and Executive Director of Avodah: The Jewish Service Corps.
2
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SESSION SUGGESTIONS – AM I MY SIBLING’S KEEPER IF
MY SIBLING LIVES HALFWAY AROUND THE WORLD?
I NTRODUCTION
In this session the group will consider the international dimensions of social justice.
• Introduce the session. Focus the recap of the essay on two areas:
• the term ‘universe of obligation’ – what is this? Can people describe their own universe of obligation? What is
covered, what is not?
• the question of power – what can we do in the face of such huge issues?

C HAVRUTA

STUDY

Hand out the texts for chavruta study. Each of the texts has two shared questions to prompt people to apply the teachings of the tradition to the world in which we live today. (Text 4 is dense – if you have attorneys in the group, this is a
good one for them.) Bring people together after the chavruta to discuss their findings. How do the teachings of our
tradition help us in our quest to achieve justice?

G ROUP

STUDY

The text supplied focuses on the prioritizing of need – a critical question, and one which can immobilize us entirely if
not tackled. Help students to see the movement from Sa’adia’s position – that one’s own needs take the greatest
priority (often expressed as ‘fit your own oxygen mask first’) through the Rema (who deals with the issue by trying to
provide a formula for making decisions) and on to R Epstein (who considers that Sa’adia is talking about obligatory
giving such as tithes, and tzedakah is a different obligation, which falls upon all of us). How do these three models fit
with people’s experience of giving tzedakah? Do any of these formulae help us to deal with our feelings of powerlessness
in the face of ‘lots and lots of dots in blue water’? How do they help us define our universe of obligation?
Other options:
• Ask people at the end of the previous session to bring in advertisements they might have encountered for various
charities and to discuss these in light of the concept of the universe of obligation. Where in the universe would
they place the various charities? Why?
• If there is paper, ask participants to draw out their own universes of obligation, using concentric circles, and to
discuss and compare them.
• Make the universe of obligation a physical exercise. Ask people to locate themselves in the room in relation to
where they consider their own universe begins and ends. Do groups form? On what basis? Which groups are the
closest/the most opposed? Why? On what criteria did people place themselves where they did?

C ONCLUSION
Draw the discussions together: how have participants integrated the concept of the universe of obligation? Has it
changed their views about international social justice in any way? If so, how? Allow time for participants to update
and amend their personal manifestos. Hand out the essay for next time and conclude the session.
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CONTRIBUTORS

R ABBI M ORRIS J A LLEN has served as the first rabbi of Beth Jacob Congregation in Mendota Heights, Mn. since
1986. Ordained by the Jewish Theological Seminary in 1984, Rabbi Allen also has his Masters in Social Work from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Rabbi Allen is the Director of the Hekhsher Tzedek project, a concept he developed. The project is a joint initiative of the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism and the Rabbinical Assembly.
Rabbi Allen is married to Phyllis Gorin, a pediatrician, and they are the parents of three children.

J EANNIE A PPLEMAN As director of the Leadership For Public Life Training and Leadership Development project
for the Jewish Funds for Justice, Jeannie trains and organizes rabbinical and cantorial student leaders from all the
movements’ seminaries (including at AJU and JTS), with the help of IAF organizers and Meir Lakein.
R ABBI B RADLEY S HAVIT A RTSON (www.bradartson.com) is the Dean of the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies at
the American Jewish University, where he is Vice President. A Doctoral student in Contemporary Theology, he is the
author of almost 200 articles and 6 books, including the forthcoming Everyday Torah: Wisdom, Dreams, & Visions
(McGraw Hill).

J ACOB A RTSON , 15, attends Hamilton High School in Los Angeles. He is dedicated to helping all people, whether
they have special needs or not, live with dignity and meaning. He would like to thank his mentor Dr. Ricki Robinson,
his parents, and his amazing twin sister Shira, who is his best friend, role model, cheerleader, advocate and fashion consultant.
D R S TEVEN B AYME serves as National Director, Contemporary Jewish Life Department, for the American Jewish
Committee. He is the author of Understanding Jewish History: Texts and Commentaries and Jewish Arguments
and Counter-Arguments, and has co-edited two volumes, The Jewish Family and Jewish Continuity (with Gladys
Rosen) and Rebuilding the Nest: A New Commitment to the American Family (with David Blankenhorn and Jean
Bethke Elshtain).
D R . J EREMY B ENSTEIN is the associate director of the Heschel Center for Environmental Learning and Leadership
in Tel Aviv. He holds a master’s degree in Judaic Studies and a doctorate in environmental anthropology. He is the
author of The Way Into Judaism and the Environment (Jewish Lights, 2006), and writes and lectures widely on the
topics of Judaism, Israel and the environment. He lives in Zichron Yaakov with his wife and two sons.
D R A RYEH C OHEN is Associate Professor of Rabbinic Literature at the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies. He is a past
president of the Progressive Jewish Alliance. Dr. Cohen is the author of two books and many articles in Rabbinics and
Jewish Studies more broadly, and the intersection of the Jewish textual tradition and issues of Social Justice.

E LLIOT N D ORFF , Rabbi, PhD, is Rector and Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at the American Jewish University
in Los Angeles. He specializes in ethics, with books on Jewish medical, social, and personal ethics, but he has also
written on Jewish law and theology. His books on social justice are entitled, To Do the Right and the Good: A Jewish
Approach to Modern Social Ethics and The Way Into Tikkun Olam (Fixing the World).
A ARON D ORFMAN is the director of education of American Jewish World Service. Prior to his work at AJWS, Aaron
spent nine years teaching and leading youth programs at Temple Isaiah, a Reform synagogue in Northern California.
Aaron holds a Masters Degree in Public Policy from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, a B.A.
from the University of Wisconsin, and a certificate from the Pardes Institute of Jewish Studies in Jerusalem.

R ABBI A DAM F RANK is spiritual leader of Congregation Moreshet Yisrael in Jerusalem and also teaches at Jerusalem’s
Conservative Yeshiva. Several of Rabbi Frank’s articles on Tsa’ar Ba’alei Hayyim have appeared in both the Jewish
and animal welfare press. Adam is married to Lynne Weinstein and they have 2 children, Nadav and Ella, and Zoe.
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CONTRIBUTORS

A BE F RIEDMAN is currently studying for rabbinic ordination at the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies as well as an
MBA in Nonprofit Management at the American Jewish University. Originally from Atlanta, Georgia, Abe is a graduate
of USY’s Nativ Leadership Program in Israel and Boston University. He currently lives in Los Angeles with his wife and
daughter.
R ABBI M ICHAEL G RAETZ (www.justone9@gmail.com) is the Rabbi Emeritus of Congregation Magen Avraham in
Omer, and he was a founder and first director of the Masorti Movement in Israel. He has taught Jewish studies in Kaye
State College in Beer Sheva. He is the author of many articles in Hebrew and English, including “Va-Yaomodu ba-Omer”
about a theology of halakhah, and was the chair of Siddur Committee of the RA of Israel.

R ABBI T ZVI G RAETZ is the executive director of Masorti Olami and MERCAZ Olami, ordained by Schechter Institute
in 2003 and formerly was rabbi of Kehilat Shevet Achim in Gilo, Jerusalem.

M EIR L AKEIN is the lead organizer for the Greater Boston Synagogue Organizing Project of the Jewish Community
Relations Council of Greater Boston, deeply organizing in thirteen synagogues to bring about social change, transform
religious communities, and help communities around the country learn from our work.

L ENORE L AYMAN , MA is the director of the Special Needs and Disability Services Department at the Partnership for
Jewish Life and Learning in Rockville, MD. She has worked in a variety of Jewish day school, congregational school and
camp settings teaching and directing Jewish community programs for individuals with disabilities.

R UTH W M ESSINGER is the president of American Jewish World Service, an international development organization.
Prior to assuming this role in 1998, Ms. Messinger was in public service in New York City for 20 years. In honor of her
tireless work to end the genocide in Darfur, Sudan, Ms. Messinger received an award from the Jewish Council for
Public Affairs in 2006, and has been awarded honorary degrees from both Hebrew Union College and Hebrew College.
Ms. Messinger has three children, eight grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.

R ABBI C HERYL P ERETZ is the Associate Dean of the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies at the American Jewish
University where she also received her ordination. Prior to her career in the rabbinate, she received her MBA from
Baruch College and spent many years in corporate consulting and management for Fortune 500 companies. She is the
author of a chapter on the halakhah of employment for the forthcoming Living a Jewish Life book to be published by
Aviv Press.

R ABBI AVRAM I SRAEL R EISNER (avreisner@jtsa.edu) is Rabbi of Chevrei Tzedek Congregation in Baltimore, MD and
an adjunct professor at Baltimore Hebrew University. He has been a member of long standing on the Conservative
Movement’s Committee on Jewish Law and Standards.

R ABBI B ENJAMIN E DIDIN S COLNIC (scolnic@aol.com) has been the rabbi of Temple Beth Sholom in Hamden,
Connecticut since 1983. He is the Biblical Consultant of the North Sinai Archaeological Project and Adjunct Professor
in Judaica at the Southern Connecticut State University. He is the author of over 70 articles and 9 books, including If
the Egyptians Died in the Red Sea, Where are Pharaoh’s Chariots? (2006) and the forthcoming I’m Becoming
What I’m Becoming: Jewish Perspectives (2008).
D EBORAH S ILVER is entering the fourth year of the rabbinic program at the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies,
Los Angeles. Prior to attending the school she was a writer and editor, and subsequently qualified as an attorney in
England, where she worked for the London firm Mishcon de Reya and thereafter as an Associate Professor at BPP Law
School. She co-edited the previous Ziegler Adult Learning book, Walking with God.
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SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
INTRODUCTION
See the various essays on social justice at www.bradartson.com

THE PROPHETS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
Frances I Andersen and David Noel Freedman, Amos, The Anchor Bible, 1989
Paul D. Hanson, The Diversity of Scripture: A Theological Interpretation, Fortress Press, 1982
R B Y Scott, The Relevance of the Prophets, Macmillan Publishing Company, 1969
Robert R Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel, Augsberg Fortress Publishers,1980

THE ETHICAL IMPULSE IN RABBINIC JUDAISM
Eugene Borowitz and Frances Weinman Schwartz, The Jewish Moral Virtues, Jewish Publication Society, 1999
Elliot N Dorff, To Do the Right and the Good: A Jewish Approach to Modern Social Ethics, Jewish Publication Society, 2002
Elliot N Dorff, The Way Into Tikkun Olam (Fixing the World), Jewish Lights, 2005
Elliot N Dorff with Louis E. Newman (for vols. 1-3) and Danya Ruttenberg (vols. 4-6), eds. Jewish Choices, Jewish Voices: Money
(volume 2), Power (volume 3), and Social Justice (volume 6), JPS, 2008

A TORAH OF JUSTICE – A VIEW FROM THE RIGHT?
Emil Fackenheim, To Mend the World, Stocken Books, 1987
Norman Podhoretz, The Prophets, The Free Press, 2002

A TORAH OF JUSTICE – A VIEW FROM THE LEFT?
Or Rose, Jo Ellen Kaiser and Margie Klein (eds.) Righteous Indignation, Jewish Lights Publishing, 2007
Susannah Heschel (ed.), Moral Grandeur and Spiritual Audacity: Essays by Abraham Joshua Heschel, Farrar Strauss & Giroux, 1997

ENVIRONMENT
Jeremy Benstein, The Way Into Judaism and the Environment, Jewish Lights Publishing, 2006
Mike Cumins, A Wild Faith: Jewish Ways into Wilderness, Wilderness Ways into Judaism, Jewish Lights Publishing, 2007
Alon Tal, Pollution in a Promised Land – An Environmental History of Israel, University of California Press, 2002
Martin Yaffe (ed.), Judaism and Environmental Ethics: A Reader, Lexington Books, 2001

BUSINESS ETHICS
Aaron Levine, Case Studies in Jewish Business Ethics, Library of Jewish Law & Ethics vol. 22, Ktav Publishing House, 2000
Rabbi S Wagschal, Torah Guide to Money Matters, Philipp Feldheim Publishers, 1991
The Darche Noam website, http://www.darchenoam.org/ethics/business/bus_home.htm

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC JUSTICE
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Dignity of Difference, Continuum International Publishing Group, 2003
What Should a Billionaire Give – and What Should You?, Peter Singer,
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/17/magazine/17charity.t.html?_r=1&scp=1&sq=what+should+a+billionaire+give&st=nyt&oref=slogin
The Gift, Ian Parker, The New Yorker, http://www.newyorker.com/archive/2004/08/02/040802fa_fact_parker
Save the Darfur Puppy, Nicholas Kristof, New York Times,
http://select.nytimes.com/2007/05/10/opinion/10kristof.html?scp=1&sq=save+the+darfur+puppy&st=nyt
Also see the AJWS website, www.ajws.org

SPECIAL NEEDS
Shelly Christensen, Jewish Community Guide to Inclusion of People with Disabilities, Jewish Family and Children’s Service of
Minneapolis, www.jfcsmpls.org
Rabbi Judith Z. Abrams and William C. Gaventa (eds.) Jewish Perspectives on Theology and the Human Experience of Disability,
Journal of Religion, Disability and Health, Volume 10, Numbers 3, 4, Winter 2006, Haworth Pastoral Press, www.HaworthPress.com
Rabbi Carl Astor, Mishaneh Habriyot – Who Makes People Different: Jewish Perspectives on People with Disabilities, United
Synagogue of Conservative Judaism, 2005

KASHRUT
David Schnall, By the Sweat of Your Brow, Yeshiva University, 2001
David Bleich, Animal Experimentation, Contemporary Halakhic Problems III, Yeshiva University, 1989
Aaron Levine, Moral Issues of the Marketplace in Jewish Law, Yashar Books, 2005

ISRAEL
Arthur Hertzberg (ed.), The Zionist Idea: A Historical Analysis and Reader, JPS, 1997
Website of Rabbis For Human Rights, http://rhr.israel.net

AFTERWORD
Michael Gecan, Going Public: An Organizer’s Guide to Citizen Action, Anchor, 2004
Jewish Funds for Justice, Kedishot Kedoshot (available from Jewish Funds for Justice, (212) 213-2113)
Jewish Funds for Justice website, www.jewishjustice.org
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MUSICAL PLAYLIST TO ACCOMPANY EACH SESSION
Compiled by Noam Raucher
You can use any or all of the songs in the suggested sessions. They are listed in the order of title-artist-album, and all
are available on iTunes. Please note that one or two have explicit lyrics – these are clearly marked.
Introduction
How Come – Ray LaMontange – Trouble
For What It’s Worth – Buffalo Springfield – Buffalo Springfield
If I Had A Hammer – Peter, Paul and Mary – The Best of Peter Paul and Mary
What’s Going On – Marvin Gaye – What’s Going On
The Prophets and Social Justice
Fuel – Ani DiFranco – Little Plastic Castle
Chimes of Freedom – Bob Dylan – Bob Dylan: The Collection
Keep On Rockin’ In The Free World – Neil Young – Greatest Hits
The Ethical Impulse in Rabbinic Judaism
Talkin’ Bout A Revolution – Tracy Chapman – Tracy Chapman
Blowin’ In The Wind – Peter, Paul and Mary – The Best of Peter, Paul and Mary
Down By The Riverside – Waste Deep In The Big Muddy And Other Love Songs
A Torah of Justice – A View from the Right?
Hands – Jewel - Spirit
The Times They Are A Changin’ – Bob Dylan – The Essential Bob Dylan
We Are One – Safam – Peace By Peace
A Torah of Justice – A View from the Left?
He Was My Brother – Simon and Garfunkel – Wednesday Morning, 3AM
Oxford Town – Bob Dylan – The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan
A Change Is Gonna Come – Sam Cooke – Ain’t That Good News
Environment
The Horizon Has Been Defeated – Jack Johnson -On and On
Holy Ground – The Klezmatics – Wonder Wheel
Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology) – Marvin Gaye – What’s Going On
Big Yellow Taxi – Joni Mitchell - Dreamland
Business Ethics
Working Class Hero – John Lennon – Working Class Hero: The Definitive Lennon
Carpal Tunnel – John O’ Conner – Classic Labor Songs From Smithsonian Folkways
We Do The Work – Jon Fromer - Classic Labor Songs From Smithsonian Folkways
International Economic Justice
We Are The World. – USA For Africa – We Are The World (Single)
Outside A Small Circle of Friends – Phil Ochs – The Best of Phil Ochs
El Salvador – Peter, Paul and Mary – The Best of Peter Paul and Mary
Special Needs
What It’s Like – Everlast – The Best of House of Pain and Everlast – EXPLICIT LYRICS
Mr. Wendall – Arrested Development – 3 years, 5 months, and 2 days in the life Of…
The Boy In The Bubble – Paul Simon – The Essential Paul Simon
Kashrut
All You Can Eat – Ben Folds – Supersunnyspeedgraphic, The LP – EXPLICIT LYRICS
Mr. Greed – John Fogerty - Centerfield
We Just Come To Work Here, We Don’t Come To Die –Anne Feeney - Classic Labor Songs From Smithsonian Folkways
Israel
Hope: Pray On – Sweet Honey In The Rock - 25
Yihiyeh Tov – David Broza – Things Will Be Better, The Best Of David Broza
Misplaced – Moshav Band
Afterword
With My Own Two Hands – Ben Harper – Diamonds On The Inside
Living For The City – Stevie Wonder – Number 1’s
Redemption Song – Bob Marley - Legend
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